Word Formation: Noughts & Crosses
INTEND

1. Tony has no …………… of giving up his post until the new year.
2. The general was happy that the missiles hit their …………… target.
3. Introducing the new restrictions had several …………… consequences that politicians struggled to
tackle.
4. The footballer claimed that the injury his opponent suffered was ……………, and that he was very
sorry.
5. The lawyers argued that the robbery was …………… and not an honest mistake as the defendant
claimed.
6. While he was backing out of the car park he …………… scratched his neighbour's BMW.
7. Journalists claim that the president …………… misled parliament by revealing information he knew to
be false.
8. Students …………… to sign up for revision sessions should send their requests to their tutors.
9. The manager …………… to go ahead with the sale of the company to their local rivals.
ABLE

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

The robbers managed to ………… the alarm before the police were notified.
………… guests can access the hotel via a ramp on the west side of the building.
His state-of-the-art scuba gear ………… him to spend over 2 hours examining the shipwreck.
It was her ………… to make very important decisions under pressure that made her stand out from the
crowd.
He did everything he could to ensure that his ………… didn’t affect his ability to do his job.
The minister displayed a worrying ………… to explain even the most basic economic concepts to the
press.
He assisted his boss ………… during a tricky few weeks for the company, and for that he earned a
promotion.
She was ………… to explain how the missing jewellery had ended up in her purse.
Every ………..-bodied person is needed on deck now to unload the ship.

ANSWERS - ABLE:
1. Disable
2. Disabled
3. Enabled
4. Ability
5. Disability
6. Inability
7. Ably
8. Unable
9. Able

INTEND
1. Intention
2. Intended
3. Unintended
4. Unintentional
5. Intentional
6. Unintentionally
7. Intentionally
8. Intending
9. Intends/intended

